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Overview of Presentation

• Teaching
• Outreach
• Stewardship
• Impact



Teaching - The Context

• A growing population consumes an average of ‘1.7 earths'
each year (CRM 2010) and is expected to reach nine-billion 
by 2050 (Young and Ernst 2012)

• Universities have an increasing responsibility to teach 
sustainability and responsibility (herein S&R) (Handy 
2012). Higher Education should ‘serve as a model of 
sustainability by integrating all aspects of campus life‘ 
(Cortese 2003)

• Our challenge - embedding S&R/PRME into curricula 



Outreach -the approach

Through regular debate of contemporary issues, 
and exploring societal trends, students:

- build practical knowledge, selecting an applied 
case study for their written assignments.

This case study can be at local, regional or national 
levels and should be influenced by their intended 
career paths.



The Task



Our Padlet



Examples of Students work

• The Boohoo Group’s call to action – A Global Compact Perspective

• The adoption of the global compact by BP plc Level 6

• Issues surrounding female inequalities within the United Kingdom. Human 
Rights and the Environment, The Global Compact Perspective

• The Case of Marks and Spencer, the need for responsible and ethical 
business

• The Case of NASA and The Space Industry, the need for responsible and 
ethical business

• The Case of the Wholesale Foods Industry, the need for responsible and 
ethical business – Won the PRME Writing Competition Award (2nd Place)



Stewardship - the goal

Scholars emphasise the value of addressing problems through knowledge 
systems (Bennett and Kane 2014; Ferri-Reed 2014). 

Our students' attention is focused on applied case examples to co-create 
insight that deliberately deepens understanding by applying knowledge 
to practical outcomes (Wyborn et al. 2019; Trencher et al. 2014).

Retention is enhanced by emphasising the importance of S&R by involving 
students at all levels as well as alumni in conversations about the practical 
nature of agency in placement and employment.



The emerging impact 

Its impact on 
students 

influencing 
their choice of 

career and 

Place within 
society.



The Student 
Context...



The student 
and alumni 
voice 

• Since starting my role a month ago I’ve been in charge of a waste 
tender, where a lot of the work that’s been done in the module really 
applies. Lots of time has been spent making sure the business is 
responsible for the waste we are creating. Mentioning this to my 
colleagues and boss made me thankful for doing this module! It has 
been very rewarding for me going from handing in work about the 
Compact to actually working with it in mind.

• Being able to choose your own topic works great. I really like the 
module is so practical, allowing us to work in group-based activities. 
The seminars are creative assessments are also personalised to us 
allowing us to choose our own topic/theme of interest.

• This module is really good, it allows you to understand the 
importance of responsible business and what businesses and 
stakeholders can do to make the world a better place.

• What I learned seven years ago, shapes the way I think and work 
today. 



The student 
and alumni 
voice 

• I’ve noticed a much bigger change this year in terms of modules 
being more focused on CSR. 

• The University is doing a great job in pushing the message that CSR is 
integral to the business world, and I think this will set us up very well 
for our future careers. I believe that we are on the right road now. I 
believe they are doing more than I expected I did not expect to see 
such an in-depth report. 

• I feel as though SHU is doing what every university should be doing in 
terms of their CSR. I think it’s the right amount although there can 
never be too much. 

• The University is doing considerably more than I previously thought. 

• Sheffield Hallam are complying with eco-regulations, and they are 
going beyond these regulations to make the university are more 
environment  tally safe place to study/work. 

• The University is doing fair enough in terms of Corporate Social 
Responsibility. 

• [doing] more, have not expected CSR from University except teaching 
and researching. 



The student 
and alumni 
voice 



What Next?

• Continue to develop communities of practice 
involving

-future

-current

-past students

• Develop new approaches to assessment that 
strengthen the student voice

• Engage with local SMES

• Extending research networks with students / 
colleagues and SMES
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